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Mark Marmer, Founder and Owner of
Signature Electric, explains why...

electric vehicles

ARE No Longer a Passing Fad

Electric Vehicles (EV) sales, particularly in Ontario, are poised
for a big jump in the next couple of years. Up until now fully
electric cars fell into two categories: lower range and lower
priced cars such as the Nissan Leaf appealed to early adopters
and die-hard EV fans but if you wanted an all-electric EV with
a 300 km+ range, you needed to purchase a Tesla Model S or X
with a starting price north of $100,000.

[

The Wynne government is convinced that the adoption of electric vehicles is
a critical component towards achieving Ontario’s greenhouse gas pollution
reduction targets. While this is great news for those of us that want to drive
a fun and pollution-free vehicle, it may pose a bit of a challenge if you live
in a condominium.

The market needed moderately priced cars with a longer
range and the manufacturers as well as the Ontario
Government have responded to make this a realilty very
soon. Tesla has taken nearly 400,000 pre-orders with a
$1,000 deposit for the Model 3. Elon Musk, Tesla’s President,
promised that the Model 3 will start to roll off the line in
2017 but if that’s too long a wait, GM will be rolling out their
all electric Chevy Bolt at the end of this year.
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Both the Bolt and Model S are more moderately priced
and will be eligible for a $14,000 rebate. This was recently
announced by Premier Kathleen Wynne to help Ontarians
shift to low or zero-emission vehicles. The Wynne
government is convinced that the adoption of electric
vehicles is a critical component towards achieving Ontario’s
greenhouse gas pollution reduction targets.
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While this is great news for those of us that want to drive
a fun and pollution-free vehicle, it may pose a bit of a
challenge if you live in a condominium. Since 81% of EV
charging is done at home, the best arrangement is to have a
level 2 (220 volt) charging station located where you park
overnight. In a condominium setting, this would require
some level of cooperation from the management and Board
of Directors.

Board members tend to ask certain key questions:
•
•
•

Who will pay for the installation?
How will we measure and recover the cost of electricity
used to charge the resident’s EV?
What if 10 (or more) people want to install EV charge
stations (EVSE)?

The first two are pretty easy to answer. The basic approach over
the last four years has been to connect the residents EVSE to an
existing house panel and install a meter to capture the amount of
electricity consumed. The manager might read the meter once
a year and settle up with the resident. The whole cost of this
install was paid for by the resident, just as they would in a single
family home.

“What was needed is a scaleable and
compact electric vehicle metering and
control panel with a wireless
cloud-based interface. “
The dedicated electric vehicle breaker panel is equipped with
a custom metering system. This system will be able to read the
current consumption of the main feed to the panel as well as
each of up to 12 separate 32 amp 208 volt EV chargers.
The cloud based interface is accessible through a dashboard
system. This dashboard can be accessed (with a password)
through any computer or mobile device.

This approach worked fine for one or maybe even two cars, but
at some point the panels were simply not designed for all this
added load. In addition, there’s limited space for the meters and
the reading of these meters could become a cumbersome and
time-consuming job for the Manager.

As an example, the Property Manager could view the following
items:

What was needed is a scaleable and compact electric vehicle
metering and control panel with a wireless cloud-based
interface. This solution has now been installed in several
condominiums throughout the Greater Toronto Area.

•
•

•

The overall current draw of the panel, displayed in KWH
(kilowatt hours) and an associated dollar figure based on
an average cost per KWH.
The condition (on or off) of any individual EV charger.
The current draw of and individual charger, displayed in
KWH (kilowatt hours) and an associated dollar figure
based on an average cost per KWH.

A master screen manager for a wireless
and cloud-based control panel for
electric vehicle metering.

A profile screen of an individual charging station.

416-737-8978
info@pristineproperty.ca
www.pristineproperty.ca

Landscape Construction • Design & Build • Regular Weekly Maintenance Contracts
Snow & Ice Maintenance • Arborial Services • Planters & Urns
Irrigation Systems • Asphalt & Concrete • Patios/Walkways
Retaining Walls & Curbs • Fences & Decks
We specialize in servicing the condominium market!
Call or email us today for a no-obligation quotation for all of your grounds
maintenance or landscape construction needs for Spring/Summer 2016 and beyond!

A reset option for Property
Managers to be able to reset
individual charging stations.

The manager can reset the dollar counter when a resident makes a
payment and could, if needed, turn on or off any individual feed to an EV
charger. An EV owner (with a specific password) could view and control
his own charger’s consumption as well as turn it on and off. EV owners
tend to be very interested in the power consumption of their vehicles.
The system is also designed to better
share the electricity and try to avoid
having to add multiple dedicated
panels.
A 200 ampere three phase dedicated
EV panel would allow us to operate
six chargers at one time. A 7th charger
operating simultaneously could cause
the main fuses for the panel to blow.
However, since a typical EV will
fully charge in three to four hours and
not all EV’s may be plugged in at the
same time, we have an opportunity to
“stretch” the feed to this panel.
The system will monitor the current
draw of the panel. When a pre-set
current threshold is reached, say
80%, the program will automatically
determine which charger has been on
the longest and turn it off. This will
allow the new charger to start.
As other vehicles become fully charged and the overall current
drops, the program will reconnect the original charger and allow it
to complete its charge.
Most vehicles can fully charge in three to four hours and since
this scenario is most likely to occur overnight, EV owners will
be unaffected and possibly unaware of this sharing system. This
system may allow a panel that was originally able to serve only
six vehicles to handle as many as twelve. This is a huge savings in
space and cost.
The other less tangible benefit of the system is the idea of being an
EV ready building. As EV’s become more popular, buyers will be
asking if buildings can accommodate EV charging. If the answer is
yes this could in fact be another value added amenity, increasing the
saleability of units for all the owners.
Signature Electric is very pleased to provide solutions that address
the need for condominiums to have a simple scalable means of
connecting electric vehicles.

M ar k M armer

A dedicated electric
vehicle breaker panel.

is a master electrician and the owner of Signature Electric in Markham, Ontario.
Signature Electric is an ACMO and CCI member specializing in service to
condominiums throughout the Greater Toronto area. Signature Electric is also an
authorized Tesla and Bosch installer for electric vehicle charging stations. Mark can
be reached at 416-490-8093 or mark@signatureelectric.ca
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C ondoland

Passing By-laws
Tips to ensuring quorum from JJ Hiew,
Condominium Director and Co-Founder of Get Quorum.

Meeting quorum for the election of Condo Board of Directors
means gathering representation from at least 25% of owners.
Just meeting this minimum can be difficult for some
Corporations. So imagine having to pass a bylaw where not
only does quorum need to be reached, but a majority of the
total unit owners (more than 50%) must vote in favour of
the bylaw for it to pass. This higher voting threshold is what
traditionally makes passing by-laws so difficult, especially for
condos that already struggle to reach quorum.
Many proposed or amended bylaws fail because a majority
of owners simply choose not to cast their votes. Providing an
online solution like electronic proxy voting can increase overall
representation, which is particularly beneficial in buildings that
have had difficulty with owner engagement.  If an owner cannot
physically attend the bylaw meeting then they have the option
to submit a proxy form. Using an online proxy tool alleviates
the inconvenience of trying to submit a traditional paper proxy
which can include personally delivering, mailing, scanning and
emailing, faxing, and in some cases photographing a physical
copy to the property manager or condo Board. The usage of
electronic proxies could alleviate this pain point by providing
a guided, elegant and convenient system for owners to easily
submit their proxies.
10
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Many proposed or
amended bylaws fail
because a majority of
owners simply choose not
to cast their votes.

]

However, the ease of using this tool does not mean that it is a
quick fix to pass all of the bylaws you have sitting on the back
burner. It’s important to keep the owner in mind when bylaws
become agenda items at AGMs. Boards need to take a step
back and see things from the owners’ perspective - this might
be their first time dealing with one bylaw let alone multiple
bylaws that cover different facets of condo business. We have
worked on several bylaw campaigns and have learned a lot
from these collaborations with our partners. We wanted to
share some of our experiences with you to help make your
next future bylaw meeting a success.

Don’t try to pass too many bylaws
at once but if you do, then make it
thematic.
We recommend that Boards try to keep agendas short by
limiting one bylaw per meeting. If you have a number
of bylaws that you need to pass, take the time to rank their
importance and formulate a strategy for rolling them out over
a period of a time (e.g. over several AGMs). We totally get the
fantasy of having an efficient meeting where five bylaws and
two elections could be passed at once, but in our experience
meetings like these tend to be unsuccessful because the average
owner becomes overwhelmed and frustrated. We are condo
Directors too, and we understand that Boards are trying to be
more efficient with limited funds, but the funds become wasted
if the meetings are unsuccessful.
However, if there is a pressing need to pass more than one
bylaw then group them together so that they cover similar
condo business. When it comes to communication strategy,
focusing on one core issue surrounding one or more bylaws
is much easier to get across than unrelated bylaws. Owners
are more likely to relate to these changes in the bylaws if you
can effectively shine a spotlight on the shared benefits of the
proposed bylaws. For example, clearly outlining the potential
cost savings to the corporation with a standard unit bylaw and
insurance deductible in the case of a water damage will make
it easier for owners to understand the importance of passing
these bylaws.

Bylaws should be translated into
clear and concise language that
anyone can understand
Owners are asked to read the bylaw documentation, which
is often drafted by the Corporation’s lawyers. We understand
that legal wording in the documents gives precision. But, it is
a lot to ask for the average owner to take in at once. We have
seen General Operating Bylaws that span 50 pages of complex
legalese and financial numbers - the average person will not
even attempt to read this. Bylaws should be translated and
summarized into clear and concise language that anyone can
understand. If your condo needs the authority to borrow funds
in the case of a burst pipe in a common area — then say it.
TIP - Include a one page letter in the AGM package
summarizing the reasons why the Corporation needs to pass
the bylaw, how it will benefit the owners, and what could
happen should the bylaw not be passed.
It is in a condo Corporation’s favor to explain to owners and
property management staff “why” the bylaw is needed. We
have witnessed firsthand owners who refused to cast a vote
because their Board and Property Manager could not properly
articulate why they needed to amend a standard unit bylaw.
Owners do not mean to be difficult, rather they do not want
to vote for or against something they do not understand. So it
is important that when you distribute bylaw meeting materials
that you translate the legalese using common language that
anyone can understand.

TIP - Summarize it to an elevator pitch.
Write a short pitch that encompasses the reasons why the
owner should vote in favour of the bylaw. Write it as though
you were in an elevator with an owner and only had the span
of the elevator ride to convince them.
We have also learned that owners who do not feel educated
enough to make an informed decision will choose to
abstain and defer to their neighbours to make a decision for
them. The idea of “passing the buck” to better informed
community members is a reasonable justification. However
these abstaining votes can throw a serious wrench in a bylaw
campaign, since condo bylaws cannot be passed based on
turnout alone. Bylaws can only be approved when more than
50% of owners vote in favour, so for a community with 500
suites this means that 251 owners must cast an “in favour”
vote.

Getting the message out there
Leaving the notice package by the door or sending it by mail does not
necessarily mean that owners have read it. By using electronic tools,
such as free email marketing services and Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) software, you can track if your communications
are being read. These online tools can provide a more efficient way of
keeping owners informed, and remind your community about upcoming
elections and bylaw changes.
Marketing theory teaches us that you have eight seconds to capture the
attention of a reader, so it is crucial to include your “call to action” in
the first couple of sentences of your newsletter or email.  This “call to
action” could range from letting your community know of their right
to vote to informing them of the financial impacts of the bylaw.  We
have seen significant upticks in engagement during our email campaigns
when emails have taken a more educational approach. Notifying
community members of the hard costs that go into meetings, what
quorum means, or the consequences of not passing a bylaw can be
an eye-opening experience. Getting a better understanding of what is
involved in running a condo corporation will not only engage owners,
but also provide more appreciation that their vote counts.
Higher voting thresholds are what traditionally make bylaws so difficult
to pass in condos. Condo Boards and their property management
team have a number of tools at their disposal to increase overall owner
representation. From email marketing software, electronic proxy
platform, social media and the condo website - any one or a combination
of these tools can engage owners when complemented with educational
campaign on the importance of passing the proposed bylaws. So the
next time a bylaw becomes an agenda item at your upcoming AGM it’s
important to keep the owner in mind.

JJ Hi ew
is a condominium director, Chief
Technology Officer and co-founder of
GetQuorum.com, an easy-to-use online
proxy-voting system and meeting package
distribution service for Owner Meetings.
GetQuorum.com helps condos reach
meeting quorum, pass critical bylaws, and
save money on notice package distribution
costs. Learn how to significantly increase
owner representation at your next Annual
General Meeting by visiting us at www.
getquorum.com.
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Window Dressing
A guide to window coverings for your
Condo from Signature Window Fashions

Just bought a new condo with floor to
ceiling windows, lots of natural light,
and a fabulous view? That’s great!
Dressing your windows, however, can
pose a challenge. Here are a few things
to consider when shopping for window
treatments.
CONDO CONFIDENTIAL
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Does your Corporation have any
restrictions?
Before thinking about the style and type of window
treatments, be sure to speak to your Building or Property
Manager about any restrictions for style and colour. A
common rule is “only white or off-white backing”; this
means that the treatment can be any colour on the inside,
but the outside view needs to appear white or off-white to
create a uniform look.

Wall mounted or ceiling
mounted window treatments?

Before

Nowadays, most condos are built with expansive
floor to ceiling windows. A question of how to mount
your beautiful window treatments, however, normally
comes up. Should you put the window treatments above
the transom, leave the transom exposed, or behind a
AFTER
bulkhead?
Universal mounting brackets will let you enjoy your
chosen style while still fulfilling the requirement of
either ceiling or wall mounted window treatments.

Is privacy an issue?
There are a wide range of options in order to shut-out
unwanted gazes from neighbours without having to worry
about obstructing the view.
Some contemporary screen shades come in different openness
percentage to meet your privacy needs. Screen shades allow
you to have daytime privacy while maintaining your fabulous
view. There are also products that come with a Top/Down,
Bottom Up feature that allow natural light to come in, but still
maintain your privacy.
In addition, a noisy street can be an inconvenience when
you want some peace and quiet after a long day. Window
treatments with sound barriers and insulating materials will
limit the amount of sound coming in your unit.

14
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Want to filter out the harsh light?
Large windows are great for that amazing city view but it can
also make your unit feel like a sauna due to heat from the sun.
Insulated window treatments can help protect your unit from
heat gain or heat loss. This means your unit will stay cool in
the summer and warm in the winter.
The sun’s UV rays can also damage your hardwood floors,
furnishings and artwork. Installing sheer and screen window
treatments can filter out the UV rays, and this will protect
your furniture and interior from fading.
Tan lines are not for your furniture! No one wants their
beautiful new couch to fade because of the sun. To enjoy
natural light without worrying about fading furniture,
purchase products with a UV protective layer.

TOP
PICKS
FOR CONDOS
Signature Window Fashions’
featured products!

1
2
3
4
5

Screens/Rollers

Stop the sun and keep the view! Excellent
energy efficiency. Reduces UV, heat and
glare. Reduces the fading of furniture,
flooring and art!

Sliding Panel

Clean lines and a simple contemporary look,
sliding panels offer the perfect solution for
patio doors, large windows, and are ideal for
a room divider.

Silhouettes

Soft fabric vanes suspended between two
sheer panels allow you to create an endless
variety of moods by tilting the vanes.

Ripple-fold Sheers/Drapery
Designer fabrics, decorative rods and trims
in the latest styles to compliment your décor
and lifestyle. Fabric adds texture, warmth
and the finishing touch to any room.

Pirouettes
The soft fold of Romans but the light and
view control of a Blind. Rises up and out
of the way like a shade. The Best of 3 in 1
Treatment!

Signature Window Fashions is a one-stop shop for all
of your window covering needs. We service residential
and commercial designers, decorators, new home and
renovation trades, as well as contractors. We also welcome
referrals from real estate and other trade professionals.

Lyle Libenste in
has over 30 years of experience in the window coverings
industry.   Lyle understands that your space defines who you
are which is why his commitment to create an atmosphere that
reflects your individuality, lifestyle and personality is important.
He uses his knowledge and expertise to find the perfect window
treatments to fit your style and budget. He has been working
with interior designers and other trade professionals throughout
his career, serving them with professionalism and commitment
to 110% customer service.

P roperty

M anagement

Too
Much
Information!

Lori Dunlop, Senior Property Manager at Maple Ridge Community Management,
outlines ten questions you should never ask your Property or Building Manager.
Today’s business is all about building relationships. Living in a condominium, you get to know your
Superintendent, Security Staff and your Property Manager or Building Manager. Over a number of years you
learn little bits about each of them and they of you. This makes life all the more pleasant and in short order, a
friendly working relationship has been established between you.
There is, however, a moment when the line may be crossed by a request or question, and we intend to guide you
through that carefully drawn line by outlining the ten things you should never ask your Property or Building
Manager.

1

Do You Want to See my
Scar?

While we are sympathetic to residents’
medical conditions and procedures,
we never, ever, need to see the
evidence.

2

Can you drive me to cash a
third Party Cheque for my
common expenses?

This is just a bad idea all around.

CONDO CONFIDENTIAL
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Looking
for a quality management company?
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

MAPLE RIDGE

Community
Management
Tried.

Established in 1984, MRCM has served the industry for 32 years.

Tested.

MRCM is ACMO 2000 certified and are industry
leaders and innovators. As condominium specialists,
MRCM offers a client-driven approach. MRCM has
low and high-rise divisions and recognizes the
complexities of each in our service delivery.

True.

We are not affiliated with any developer or trade.
Our single focus is our client’s best interest which
we safeguard and protect at all times.

PROVEN.

At MRCM we never forget that the communities we
manage are places people call home, and the service
we have the honour of providing directly impacts
their quality of life and the appreciation of their
property values.

To meet the needs of the community
and exceed the expectations of the individual.

CALL US TODAY for a free no obligation quote!
CONDO CONFIDENTIAL
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3
5
7

Can I turn in my key fob
for the $25.00 deposit to
buy cigarettes and then
pay it back?

Who am I, Payday Loans?

Can I keep guns in my suite?

At a loss for words...

Will you look after my cat,
bird, fish, etc. while I’m on
vacation?

Only bad things will come from this.
Believe me, I know.

9

Do you know how I can
reach the President of the
United States?

Sure, I have him on speed-dial.

4
6
8

My wife is out of town, can
you come to the laundry
room and check to see
if I’ve sorted my clothes
right?

Are you kidding me?!

Do I have to wear a bathing
suit in the whirlpool?

Yes, please do.

Do you know if there are
ghosts in this building?

Yes, of all the Property Managers
that have gone before me.

10

Do you mind if my
friend Peter sits here
while we talk?

No problem, invisible friends are
always welcome.

Sitting behind the management desk, one hears all sorts of tales of woe, confessions, and concerns. Some are
sad, some are serious but the best ones are the completely ridiculous that make for great conversation at your
next party or get-together. Those are the gems.

Lori D unlop, R C M
is a Senior Property Manager at Maple Ridge Community Management (MRCM) where she has worked for sixteen years.
Lori entered the condominium management field in 1992.   Lori attended Humber College to achieve the RCM designation
and has been an accredited ACMO member for sixteen years. Lori oversees the management of a combination of low-rise and
high-rise residential properties.
CONDO CONFIDENTIAL
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H ealth

and

F itness

stress relief

IN YOUR CONDO
As busy professionals, breadwinners and homeowners, we
seem to always put ourselves last. We complete our daily
itinerary and rarely punch out by 5 o’clock. At the end of
the day, it is hard to make time to relax and unwind. It may
seem impossible, but taking the time to recharge is vital to
the health and progression of our minds and bodies.
The demands of modern society can take a toll on our mental
and physical health. When it all becomes overwhelming,
we often resort to orthodox methods of stress relief. We
tend to focus on the physical side of things, putting our
mental health and stress levels aside.
Studies have proven that illnesses can be triggered by stress
- including asthma, obesity, headaches/migraines and even
more serious conditions such as Alzheimer’s, depression,
anxiety, heart disease and even premature death. Although
some of these conditions are genetic, people who are
susceptible to these illnesses and who do not take the
proper stress-relief protocols have been proven to develop
these conditions 43% more than others.
We all go through stress and unfortunately, it is a part of
life. On the bright side, it is something we can control and
we don’t even have to leave our homes to do so. Studies
have been published on the benefits of baths for stress
relief yet it seems that it is constantly overlooked by those
who can benefit from them the most. Not only do baths
20
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create a calming ambience in your home, they also relieve
muscle tension, helping us to fully unwind. Baths create a
no-distraction zone; away from work, emails, phone calls,
and social media.

“ We all go through stress
and unfortunately, it is a part
of life. On the bright side, it is
something we can control and
we don’t even have to leave
our homes to do so. ”

Relaxing in a bath may seem like a lot of time to set aside,
but in reality, having a 15-30 minute bath per week can
have a significant impact on stress. This will increase
your energy and productivity, reduce irritability, minimize
mood swings, diminish cravings and improve your sleep.
As the owner of Mojo Hydrotherapy, I have seen the
difference that baths can make to your wellness routine.
Not only does it relieves stress, but it rejuvenates your skin
and relieves physical pain as well. It also protects you from
illnesses. By adding a natural bath product that is specifically
created for your ailment, you create an additional avenue
for healing. It is no coincidence that chiropractors typically
suggest an Epsom salt bath after treatments.

Danielle Speck, owner of Mojo
Hydrotherapy, talks about the many
benefits of bathing as a stress-reliever.

Through essential oils, natural bases and specifically
crafted recipes, we are dedicated in providing you with
the most from your bath. Aromatherapy and hydrotherapy
have been used for centuries in medicine, but never has
it been so easy and efficient to use. Using both allows
for multiple forms of healing through all of our senses.
Essential oils such as lavender and bergamot are used
for insomnia and anxiety. Oils such as peppermint,
frankincense and eucalyptus possess benefits from sinus
relief to comforting those with depression.
Mojo Hydrothepary focuses on the development of the
local community by using top quality, natural ingredients
from local suppliers. Our bath bombs are handmade by
a young entrepreneur and sold directly to the customer.
A portion of proceeds is invested back into the research
and development of mental illness through a local charity
called Pathstone’s Mental Health. And although our Bath
Bombs are never to be the sole treatment, adding our
products to your health regimen can provide relief from
within your own home.
Bath Bombs are a fun and effective way to take the stress
out of stress relief. When life gets stressful and hectic we
offer a simple way to relax and recharge. At the end of
the day, your health is the most valuable asset you own.
Create time for yourself and take advantage of the bath in
your condo.

Dan i elle S pec k
loved the business lifestyle and at the age of 20, started Mojo
Hydrotherapy as a project for an entrepreneur course. After
becoming the top voted business pitch in her program, she
later went on to place 3rd in all of Niagara. With the support
of her college, community and the Summer Company program
sponsored by the Ontario government, Mojo Hydrotherapy is
now helping customers all through Ontario. Danielle is actively
involved in volunteering through PathStones Mental Health and
Extendicare as well as the Special Olympics. She looks forward
to Mojo Hydrotherapy’s continued success.

“ Relaxing in a bath may seem

like a lot of time to set aside,
but in reality, having a 15-30
minute bath per week can have
a significant impact on stress. ”

Feel free to visit www.mojohydro.com and check out the
Mojo Hydrotherapy Facebook Page for special offers and
promotions.

CONDO CONFIDENTIAL
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LOOK

SummerReads
for young adults from blogger
Giselle San Miguel of Book Nerd Canada!

THE SERPENT KING by Jeffrey Zentner
This is a coming-of-age story that will keep you glued to its pages. Told in the point of views from
three characters, Dill, Travis and Lydia, we have a story that is memorable, deep and tragic. Dill has a
reputation trashed by his own father. Travis has an obsession with a book series that is similar to Game
of Thrones and Lydia is the smart sassy fashion blogger who wants nothing but to head out to college
and leave the small Tennessee town behind. I was hooked from the beginning and I pretty much
gobbled the story up in two sittings, which rarely happens to me with realistic fiction.
I can’t sing this book enough praises because I loved it to pieces. Living in a small town and wanting
to leave isn’t anything new, but Jeff Zentner writes it in such a way that you’re right there beside the
characters as they journey on. The author made these characters so real that it made me care about each
and every one of them. I can’t even remember all the emotions I felt while reading this.
Highly recommended! A story about friendship, family and love, The Serpent King is definitely one of
my favourite and memorable reads of the year!
THE UNEXPECTED EVERYTHING by Morgan Matson
Don’t be intimidated by the high page count because you will fly through The Unexpected Everything.
Trust me, I loved every moment of it. Morgan Matson knows exactly what it’s like to combine
wonderfully flawed characters and eventually have them realize the error of their ways. She does a
great job combining romance with the importance of family and friends.
Our main character, Andi, is a girl who plans everything and having all these plans cancelled last
minute makes her anxious. I loved her character growth and her relationship with her father. Clark, her
love interest, is a book lover’s dream come true and you will know what I’m raving about if you read
this book. But the character that stole the show for me is a Great Pyrenees dog, Bertie. He is the cutest
pet character and so full of life!
If you’re looking for a great summer read, you need to pick this one up. It will have you laughing, and
also sighing with relief. Morgan Matson is definitely a favourite contemporary author of mine and her
latest book will have readers clamoring for more!

Giselle San Mi guel
is an avid book worm, amateur photographer, dog lover, and all-around nerd. With a passion for reading that started at a young age, she’s been blogging
and reviewing books since 2011. She is also a freelance web designer. To check out her other book reviews, visit her blog at booknerd.ca.
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Phone: 416-360-1902 Fax: 416-360-1263
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24 Hours Systems Assistance 416-360-6988

www.spectrumco.ca
New Roof Construction
Re-Roof Replacement
24/7 Emergency Service
Soffit, Fascia, Eavestrough
Vinyl, Aluminum, Cedar Siding
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COMPACTORS & CONTAINERS
GARBAGE & LINEN CHUTES
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multi-residential
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across Canada

ODOUR CONTROL

Tel: 416.744.9183
Toll Free 1.866.439.7626
www.wastesolutions.ca
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TRISORTER RECYCLING SYSTEMS
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CONTAINER MOVERS
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for quality and service
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Minuteers offers minute
taking for Annual General,
Turnover, Special and Board
of Directors Meetings.
Our commitment is to
provide accurate, clear and
concise minutes, capturing
the essentials of your
meeting.

Contact: Luanne Crilly
T 416 409 6505
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BROCK DOORS & WINDOWS

Expertise you can Trust!
Specializing in Townhomes

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

Over 50,000 installs and 1000s of satisfied customers.

WINDOWS

ENTRY DOORS

PATIO DOORS

GARAGE DOORS

PATIO DOORS

PATIO DOORS

The Trusted Team of the GTA & Surrounding Areas
BOLTON • BRAMPTON • BURLINGTON • GEORGETOWN • MARKHAM • MISSISSAUGA
NEWMARKET • OAKVILLE • ORANGEVILLE • OSHAWA • PICKERING • TORONTO

Proudly serving the Toronto Area for over 25 years

WINNER
6 YEARS

WINNER
4 YEARS

AS SEEN ON PROPERTY BROTHERS

CALL BROCK TODAY!

1.800.449.3808

SHOWROOM HOURS:

Mon-Fri 9:00 am – 5:00 pm
Sat 10:00 am – 3:00 pm

BROCKWINDOWS.COM

